Background: The extent and mechanisms by which maternal weight loss affects the offspring were determined. Results: Maternal weight loss affects epigenetic marks in both oocytes and two generations of offspring. Conclusion: Maternal weight loss improves the metabolic health in offspring partially through gametic epigenetic alterations. Significance: This finding reveals a molecular basis of how maternal lifestyle modification affects offspring.
Obesity and related metabolic syndromes are globally prevalent and rapidly becoming major global health, social, and eco-nomic problems (1, 2) . They contribute to the early emergence of type 2 diabetes and its epidemic spreading (3) . Having either parent with obesity is an independent risk factor for obesity in children (4) . Although the impact of diet-induced paternal obesity on metabolism and adiposity has been demonstrated, increasing evidence indicates a significant role of maternally derived factors in obesity and metabolic programming of the offspring (5) . Human obesity appears to be mostly related to complex interactions between genetic backgrounds and environmental factors (6) . Although some alleles associated with obesity have been identified and can be inherited from parents (7) , maternal environmental exposures also play an important role in affecting the offspring phenotypes (8, 9) with the potential to contribute to the rapid increase in obesity. In humans, maternal obesity during pregnancy can lead to enhanced birth weight; increased circulating insulin, glucose, and triglycerides; and glucose intolerance as well as obesity in offspring (10, 11) . In rats, maternal obesity leads to early onset obesity, altered glucose metabolism, and insulin sensitivity (12, 13) . In mice, offspring of obese mothers are heavier, diabetic and insulinresistant, and produce second generation offspring with glucose intolerance and insulin resistance (14, 15) . Therefore, maternal obesity may play an important role not only in programming obesity in offspring but also in the intergenerational transmission and amplification of the obesity epidemic. Collectively, these facts indicate that mothers can initiate intergenerational transmission of obesity and increase the risk for metabolic diseases in offspring.
To overcome the increased prevalence of obesity and its complications, weight loss is becoming more and more popular in modern society, particularly in young women. Although it is appealing and has health benefits for an individual (4, 16) , how and to what extent it affects the offspring is still poorly understood. We reasoned that if maternal obesity contributes to obesity and its related metabolic disorders in offspring then maternal weight loss could improve the general health and metabolic parameters in the offspring, and if it does, then the mechanisms that mediate these effects can be characterized. In humans, the increased prevalence of obesity is closely correlated with the lifestyle changes in modern society such as the increase in sedentary behavior and office work. Correspondingly, outdoor exercise and playing physical games with friends are recognized as effective means to increase energy expenditure leading to weight loss. Mice living in a standard laboratory environment provide an ideal non-genetic obese model system (17, 18) . They live in a small cage and have sufficient food but little exercise, therefore optimally mimicking the modern lifestyle of humans such as sedentary behavior and office work (19) . Mice living in an enriched environment can be considered as a suitable weight loss model (20, 21) . They live in a larger space, allowing more physical activity and social stimulation. This condition mimics weight loss behaviors in humans (such as outdoor exercise and playing physical games with friends). Importantly, these animals exhibit a significantly leaner phenotype than those living in standard laboratory conditions although they are fed ad libitum on identical diets (17) . We therefore asked whether simply placing female mice in an enriched environment may induce effects that are sufficient to significantly improve the metabolic health in the offspring.
In this study, we describe a physiological and genomic screen for transgenerational effects of maternal weight loss on metabolism and gene expression in offspring of mice (see Fig. 1 for a schematic). EE 2 in mothers induced improved general health such as reduced fat accumulation, enhanced metabolic parameters, and improved glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity in offspring. The expression of thousands of genes was altered in the liver of offspring from weight loss mothers with coherent down-regulation of genes involved in lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis. Epigenomic profiling in offspring livers revealed numerous changes in cytosine methylation depending on maternal weight loss, including promoter hypermethylation of several important genes involved in lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis, correlated with their expression patterns. Embryo transplantation studies revealed the important role of oocyte alteration in determining the metabolic and molecular changes in offspring. Several genes whose methylation status was significantly altered by maternal weight loss have been identified to partially resist global demethylation postfertilization and to some extent inherit methylated alleles from oocytes. Interestingly, maternal weight loss also altered the overall transcriptome patterns in oocytes with reproducible changes of several genes involved in lipid metabolism and chromatin modification. These facts indicate that the oocyte may be a key nexus that integrates maternal metabolic information to control offspring phenotypes. Overall, this study provides a molecular basis of how a maternal lifestyle change affects the offspring and may have implications explaining the epidemiology of several major human diseases.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Enriched Environment Protocol-All experiments were performed with Institute of Cancer Research mice that had been raised for at least two generations in standard conditions to attempt to minimize any transgenerational effects brought about by the animal provider. All animal care and use procedures were in accordance with guidelines and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Institute of Zoology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Maternal weight loss was performed in EE cages ( Fig. 2A ). Female F 0 founders were first raised in a standard laboratory environment from weaning until 12 weeks of age at which point they were randomly placed into EE cages or maintained in normal cages for 4 weeks. For EE groups, mice were placed into large cages (four to six mice per cage) of 310 ϫ 450 ϫ 490 mm supplemented with running wheels, toys, stairs, huts, and a seesaw in addition to standard lab chow and water. All of the EE devices and plastic toys were strictly selected to be free of bisphenol A or other toxic chemicals. At 16 weeks, female F 0 founders of EE or control were mated with males in standard cages under standard conditions (note that EE mothers were no longer returned to EE cages after mating). Offspring were delivered and raised in standard cages under standard conditions until 16 weeks of age.
Short Term EE-4 weeks of EE was regarded as a standard EE, whereas 2 weeks of EE was regarded as a short term EE. Each EE had its age-matched unique control. For standard EE, the control mice were aged to 16 weeks, whereas for short term EE, the control mice were aged to 14 weeks.
Animal Care-Female F 0 founders were raised on standard diet in a normal cage until 12 weeks of age at which point they were placed into the EE cage or still maintained in the normal cage, chosen at random, for 4 weeks. Males were always raised on standard diet in the standard cage. At 16 weeks, female F 0 founders were mated with males in standard cages under controlled temperature (22 Ϯ 2°C) and lighting (12:12-h light/dark FIGURE 1. Experimental schematic. Control or EE-induced weight loss females were mated with males. Offspring of weight loss mothers exhibited improved general health such as decreased body weight and fat accumulation and enhanced glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity. Gene expression profiling reveals coherent down-regulation of genes involved in lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis. Consistently, differential methylation patterns were observed in these animals. Maternal weight loss altered epigenetic marks in mature oocytes, which might contribute largely to the metabolic and epigenetic changes in offspring. cycle) and had free access to sterile water and pellet food ad libitum. Control and weight loss mating cages were always interspersed with one another. After 1 or 2 days, males were removed, and pregnant females were left alone with standard diet in the standard cage until their litters were 3 weeks of age. Note that a single male was mated with a single female for only one time and thus produced only one litter. Only litter sizes between 8 and 12 were included, and litters were standardized to 10 pups at day 1 within mother groups to avoid a nutrition imbalance. Offspring were always housed in standard cages (four to six mice per cage). Note that we always used virgin males to avoid confounding effects brought about by the males (22, 23) . Moreover, males mated with two female groups did not differ in phenotypic data (body weight, adiposity, and fasting blood glucose and insulin levels). At 3 weeks of age, a portion of the offspring were sacrificed, and the median lobe of liver was rapidly dissected out and flash frozen in liquid N 2 , each from an independent mother. Animals were sacrificed between 8 and 9 a.m. to avoid any mismatches in circadian cycle. Phenotype data from one offspring per mother, chosen at random, were generated at 16 weeks of age. Serum biomarkers, including blood glucose (Roche Diagnostics Accu-Chek), plasma insulin (ALPCO Diagnostics), leptin (ALPCO Diagnostics), triglyceride (Wako Diagnostics), total cholesterol (Wako Diagnostics), and free fatty acid (Wako Diagnostics) were determined after overnight fasting. Liver triglyceride and cholesterol were extracted in chloroform/methanol (2:1, v/v) (24) and measured as above. Body weight and food intake were monitored weekly, the latter by collecting and weighing food remaining after 24 h. Food intake was averaged across animals housed with four to six per cage to reduce stress. Diets were obtained from Beijing Vital River Co., and detailed compositions are listed in supplemental Data Set S1. For hormonal and metabolic parameters, litters ranging from five to 20 were included depending on the different tests, and one offspring per sex per litter was used for each test. For all comparisons shown, n represents the number of animals used in each test. For simplicity, body weight, weight of white adipose tissue (WAT), and serum biomarkers are displayed as percentage of control in figures. However, detailed data are also available in supplemental Data Set S2.
Glucose Tolerance Test (GTT) and Insulin Tolerance Test (ITT)-For GTT, mice were injected intraperitoneally with glucose (2 g kg Ϫ1 ) after overnight fasting. Blood glucose was measured at the indicated time points. For ITT, we injected insulin (1 unit kg Ϫ1 ) intraperitoneally into mice at 2 h of fasting. We collected blood and determined glucose using a glucometer (Roche Diagnostics Accu-Chek). Serum insulin levels were measured using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (ultrasensitive mouse insulin ELISA kit, ALPCO Diagnostics). Blood glucose or insulin levels were measured before injection (time 0) and at 15, 30, 60, and 120 min after injection. Single time measurements were analyzed by analysis of variance or, if appropriate, by two-tailed Student's t test, and time courses were analyzed by repeated measures analysis of variance.
Microarray Expression Profiling-Total RNA was extracted from the median lobe of liver using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). Samples from five control and four weight loss offspring, each from an independent mother, were chosen for microarray analysis using NimbleGen Mouse Gene Expression 12 ϫ 135K Array (Roche NimbleGen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. A series of software (NimbleScan software and Agilent GeneSpring GX software) was used for data analysis. After adjustment and normalization by the robust multichip analysis method, the data were analyzed by Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) software (25) . All array data and additional details on samples and analysis are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accession number GSE40479. Differentially expressed genes were determined based on a -fold change Ͼ2 at a false discovery rate correction of 5%. Differentially expressed genes were functionally annotated according to gene ontology terms or Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathways using DAVID (Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery). Additionally, differentially expressed genes were hierarchically clustered using Cluster 3.0.
Quantitative Real Time PCR (qRT-PCR)-We analyzed mRNA levels by qRT-RCR after reverse transcription as described before (26) . For liver tissues, total RNA was extracted from the median lobe of liver using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and quantified by absorbance at 260 and 280 nm in a PerkinElmer Life Sciences spectrophotometer. It was then used as a template for complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesis by SuperScript III first strand synthesis (Invitrogen) with random hexamers. For oocytes, amplification of small amounts of the cDNA of the cells was based on a previous protocol (27) . mRNA quantity was determined with the Roche LightCycler 480 II quantitative RT-PCR system (Roche Applied Science) using primer sequences summarized in supplemental Data Set S1 and SYBR Green SuperMix-UDG (Invitrogen). PCR was performed in a final volume of 25 l consisting of diluted cDNA sample, 1ϫ SYBR Green Mix (Invitrogen), primers optimized for each target gene, and nuclease-free water. The PCR condition was 40 cycles at 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 30 s. Gene transcript levels were normalized to the housekeeping gene ␤-actin. The results were expressed as 2 Ϫ(target gene number of cycles Ϫ ␤-actin number of cycles) . Note that for Lpin1, the ␤ isoform (transcript variant 2, GenBank TM accession number NM_015763.4) was used for analysis.
DNA Methylation Profiling-The same animals used in microarray analysis were used for the methylated DNA immunoprecipitation (MeDIP) study. We used the NimbleGen MM8 385K Promoter Plus CpG Island Microarray (Roche Nimble-Gen) to perform methylation analysis. The array contains 15,963 annotated CpG islands and covers all known Reference Sequence gene promoter regions (from Ϫ1300 to ϩ500 bp relative to the transcription start site). The MeDIP method was adapted from a previous study (28) . 4 g of purified genomic DNA was fragmented to a size of 100 -500 bp using a Covaris machine. After denaturation, the DNA was immunoprecipitated with 10 g of monoclonal antibody against 5-methylcytidine (Diagenode) in 300 l of IP buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate at pH 7.0, 140 mM NaCl, 0.05% Triton X-100) for 5 h at 4°C and then washed three times with 800 l of IP buffer. Immunoprecipitated DNA was recovered with proteinase K digestion followed by column-based purification (DNA Wizard, Promega). The purified immunoprecipitated DNA was used for microarray hybridization. For methylation analysis of the microarray, we adopted a method from a previous study (28) . We defined promoters that gain methylation in EE groups as follows: log 2 ratio in control group Ͻ0.4, ⌬log 2 ratio (EE versus control) Ͼ0.25, and p Ͻ 0.05. All MeDIP-chip data and additional details on samples and analysis are available in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accession number GSE40479.
Bisulfite Sequencing-Bisulfite genomic sequencing was performed as described previously (29) . Bisulfite modification was accomplished using the EZ DNA Methylation kit (Zymo Research). The converted DNA was then amplified by PCR with primers summarized in supplemental Data Set S1. The obtained PCR products were purified using the MinElute Gel Extraction kit (Invitrogen) and cloned into the pMD18-T Vector (Takara). Individual clones were grown, and the plasmids were purified using the PureLink Miniprep kit (Invitrogen). The positive clones were confirmed by PCR, and no fewer than 10 clones randomly selected for each subject were sequenced using an automatic sequencer (ABI PRISM-77). Sequencing results were analyzed using MethTools 2.0. The regions that were examined by bisulfite sequencing are as follows: Hmgcr, mRNA-Seq-For mRNA-Seq, pooled mRNA from three animals (equally from each animal) for each group was used for analysis, and the average expression level for each group was evaluated. Briefly, naturally ovulated mature oocytes (metaphase of the second meiosis (MII stage)) were collected from three control and three EE female F 0 founders (three oocytes per mouse, nine oocytes for each group). Cumulus cells were removed from oocytes by treatment with hyaluronidase. Amplification of small amounts of the cDNA of the cells was based on a previous protocol (27) . The cDNAs were evenly amplified by PCR for 20 cycles. Libraries were purified and sequenced on an Applied Biosystems SOLiD sequencing system. Sequencing data were mapped to the mouse genome to extract the whole transcriptome information of oocytes. Mapped read data were analyzed by the DEGseq package as described previously (30) . The detected genes with corresponding read counts greater than 200 were chosen for further analysis. The -fold change selection method was used for differentially expressed gene selection. Genes with log 2 values greater than 0.584 or less than Ϫ0.584 (-fold change Ͼ1.5) were considered as up-regulated or down-regulated, respectively.
Embryo Transfer-The estrous female F 0 founders were mated with males. Successful mating was determined by the presence of the vaginal plug, and the morning of the vaginal plug presence was designated day 0.5. One-cell stage embryos at day 0.5 were obtained from control or EE females and then transferred into oviducts of day 0.5 pseudopregnant females, respectively. Pregnant females were left alone in standard conditions until their litters were 3 weeks of age. Only mothers with litter sizes of 8 -12 were included, and litters were standardized to 10 pups at day 1 within mother groups to avoid a nutrition imbalance. One offspring per mother chosen randomly was used for metabolic and molecular studies as described for naturally fertilized animals. For blastocysts used for bisulfite sequencing, embryonic day (E) 3.5 blastocysts were collected at day 3.5 by flushing the oviducts with M2 medium. Each bisulfite treatment was performed on 18 pooled blastocysts derived from three animals (six blastocysts randomly selected from each animal) for each group.
Oocyte in Vitro Maturation-Ovaries were isolated from 3-month-old female mice 46 -48 h after intraperitoneal injection of 10 international units (IU) of pregnant mare's serum gonadotrophin. Ovaries were then placed in a Petri dish with prewarmed M2 medium supplemented with 2.5 M milrinone to prevent oocytes from undergoing germinal vesicle breakdown. Cumulus oocyte complexes were recovered from ovaries by repeatedly puncturing antral follicles with a fine steel needle under the visual field of a dissecting microscope. After washing three times in M2 medium, the cumulus oocyte complexes were cultured for maturation in M16-based medium (containing 10% FBS) supplemented with or without glucose (5 mM), insulin (5 g/ml), or leptin (10 ng/ml), respectively. All oocyte culture experiments were performed under mineral oil at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO 2 in air for 16 h. Cumulus cells were removed from oocytes by treatment with hyaluroni-dase, and the oocytes with a first polar body were used for further studies.
Statistical Analyses-Measurements at single time points were analyzed by analysis of variance or, if appropriate, by twotailed Student's t test. Time courses were analyzed by repeated measurements analysis of variance. All data are shown as mean Ϯ S.E. p Ͻ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Accession Numbers-All microarray data and deep sequencing data used in this study have been deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus under accession number GSE40479.
RESULTS

EE-induced Maternal Weight Loss Leads to Physiological and
Metabolic Changes in Offspring-Female F 0 founders were first raised in a standard laboratory environment from weaning until 12 weeks of age at which point they were randomly placed into EE cages or maintained in normal cages for 4 weeks. Both control and EE mice had free access to normal diet and water. After 4 weeks of EE, female F 0 founders displayed a ϳ17% decrease in body weight compared with controls ( Fig. 2 , A-D, and supplemental Data Set S2). Accordingly, female EE F 0 founders exhibited decreased WAT mass and plasma glucose, insulin, leptin, cholesterol, and triglyceride levels (Fig. 2 , D and E, and supplemental Data Set S2). No changes were observed in energy intake between EE mice and controls ( Fig. 2F ), indicating that the reduced fat seen in EE mice was due to the increased energy expenditure. Moreover, upon GTTs and ITTs, EE mice showed improved glucose tolerance as well as enhanced insulin sensitivity compared with controls ( Fig. 2 , G-I).
To determine the potential effects of maternal weight loss on offspring, we mated female F 0 founders of EE or control mice at 16 weeks of age with males in a standard laboratory environment (EE mothers were no longer returned to EE cages after mating) and examined physiological and metabolic changes in their offspring at 16 weeks of age. Maternal EE did not alter litter size or sex ratios. As several studies identified distinct phenotypes between sexes in offspring (15, 31) , we first assessed female offspring after weaning onto a normal diet in a standard laboratory environment for up to 16 weeks of age. We found that female offspring of EE mothers exhibited a leaner phenotype accompanied by reduced weight gain and a marked reduction in WAT mass ( Fig. 3, A, B , and D, and supplemental Data Set S2). Furthermore, these mice had less food intake compared with controls ( Fig. 3E ). Maternal EE led to a sharp decrease in leptin abundance corresponding to the reduced adipose tissue mass seen in these animals ( Fig. 3C ). Accordingly, serum concentrations of glucose, insulin, cholesterol, triglyceride, and free fatty acid were all significantly decreased ( Fig. 3C and supplemental Data Set S2). GTT and ITT revealed significant augmentation in glucose metabolism in female offspring ( Fig. 3 , F-H). In addition, the homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance index was significantly decreased in female offspring ( Fig. 3I ). Furthermore, regression analysis showed that the body mass index (BMI) and WAT weight in offspring were significantly positively correlated with the BMI in mothers (Fig. 3 , J and K). We then examined the physiological and metabolic changes in male offspring and found that maternal EE led to changes in male offspring ( Fig. 4 ) similar to those observed in females, indicating that maternal EE contributed equally to both sexes of offspring. These results suggest that maternal weight loss plays a potential antiobesity role in offspring.
Maternal Weight Loss Alters Gene Expression Patterns in
Offspring-To determine the molecular basis for the metabolic changes observed in offspring, we performed genome-wide microarray analyses. Because liver plays an important role in the metabolism and it is also the major organ responsible for the metabolism of glucose, cholesterol, and lipid, we chose liver tissues to perform the microarray analysis. Maternal weight loss altered the expression of 1,598 genes (false discovery rate Ͻ 0.05 and -fold change Ͼ2; Fig. 5A and supplemental Data Set S3) in the median lobe of liver of offspring aged 3 weeks. Functional clusters revealed that a large proportion of these genes , and gonadal WAT (GWAT) (control and EE, n ϭ 10 and 12, respectively). C, serum biomarkers (n ϭ 10 and 12, respectively). D, body weight trajectories (n ϭ 16 and 18, respectively). E, cumulative food intake (n ϭ 5 and 5, respectively). F, blood glucose during GTT (n ϭ 8 and 8, respectively). G, plasma insulin during GTT (n ϭ 8 and 8, respectively). H, blood glucose during ITT (n ϭ 8 and 9, respectively). I, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance index (HOMA-IR) (n ϭ 10 and 12, respectively). J, correlation analysis between the mother BMI and offspring BMI (n ϭ 22). K, correlation analysis between the mother BMI and offspring WAT weight (n ϭ 22). One offspring per mother, chosen at random, was used for each analysis. For simplicity, body weight, weight of WAT, and serum biomarkers are displayed as the percentage of control in the figure. However, detailed data are also available in supplemental Data Set S2. Data are expressed as mean Ϯ S.E. (error bars). For single point measurements, the asterisks indicate a significant difference between groups: *, p Ͻ 0.05; **, p Ͻ 0.01 versus control. For time course measurements, p values for significance between groups are shown at the top of the panel. FFA, free fatty acid.
are involved in metabolism (supplemental Data Set S3). To help better define the metabolic differences between groups, we calculated enrichments of various gene ontology terms in the differentially expressed genes. Down-regulated genes in offspring of weight loss mothers were enriched in a number of categories of genes involved in lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis, including sterol biosynthesis (p Ͻ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ18 ), cholesterol biosynthesis (p Ͻ 8 ϫ 10 Ϫ16 ), and lipid biosynthesis (p Ͻ 7 ϫ 10 Ϫ11 ; supplemental Data Set S4). Up-regulated genes were enriched for annotations such as calcium ion transport and glucose transport, which have little effect as evidenced by a high p value (p Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 and 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ2 , respectively; supplemental Data Set S4). Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathway analysis also revealed that genes involved in steroid biosynthesis were the most enriched (p Ͻ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 ; supplemental Data Set S4). We then focused on cholesterol and lipid biosynthetic genes to explore the correlation between hepatic gene expression and physiological changes. Interestingly, we observed coherent down-regulation of genes involved in cholesterol biosynthesis in offspring of weight loss mothers (Fig. 5B ). This was confirmed by qRT-PCR, which showed a similar expression difference across 13 genes examined ( Fig. 5C ). Hmgcr catalyzes the first step in cholesterol biosynthesis, and its expression was decreased by ϳ7-fold in offspring of weight loss mothers. A more than 6-fold decrease was also observed in nine of 15 genes involved in cholesterol biosynthesis ( Fig. 5C and supplemental Data Set S3). Thus the decreased cholesterol levels were associated with changes in cholesterol biosynthetic genes.
We next assessed the expression of lipid metabolism-related genes and confirmed them by qRT-PCR. Maternal weight loss significantly suppressed lipogenic gene (including Acc1, Acc2, Gpam, and Fasn) expression in offspring (Fig. 5D) . A fatty acid transporter gene (Cd36) was also significantly down-regulated ( Fig. 5D ). Its effects on fatty acid oxidation genes were also noted with a significant increase in the expression of Acox1, Cpt1a, Cpt2, and Acadl (Fig. 5D ). Expression of Ucp2, a protein with a role in protection against oxidative damage (32) , was up-regulated ( Fig. 5D ). Lpin1 expression reduces triglyceride release from liver, and its deficiency is associated with insulin resistance and fatty liver (33, 34) . Interestingly, expression of Lpin1 was significantly increased (Fig. 5D) .
To further explore the correlation between hepatic gene expression and physiology, we examined cholesterol and triglyceride levels in livers to determine whether differential expression levels of lipid metabolism-related genes were associated with changes in lipid levels. The hepatic lipid analysis showed a dramatic decrease in cholesterol and triglyceride levels in the liver of weight loss offspring ( Fig. 5E and supplemental Data Set S2). Overall, these molecular findings are consistent with physiological and metabolic changes.
Maternal Weight Loss Alters the Methylation Patterns of Lipid Metabolic Genes in Offspring-Cytosine methylation is a widespread DNA modification that is critical for the regulation of gene expression and carries heritable information between generations (35) (36) (37) . We then turned to genome-wide studies to search for differentially methylated loci between control and weight loss offspring. We performed MeDIP-chip to characterize cytosine methylation across all known Reference Sequence gene promoters and 15,963 annotated CpG islands. The same animals used in the microarray analysis were used for the MeDIP-chip study. Maternal weight loss altered the methylation of 2,218 promoters and 1,438 CpG islands (supplemental Data Set S5) in the liver of offspring. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathway analysis indicated that no pathways were significantly affected in either promoter regions or CpG island-related genes as evidenced by an adjusted p value or false discovery rate markedly higher than 0.05 (supplemental Data Set S6). We then turned our attention to genes closely related to cholesterol biosynthesis and lipid metabolism to explore the correlation between hepatic gene expression and methylation changes. We found substantial increases in methylation at promoter regions of Hmgcr, Lss, and Sqle and CpG islands of Hmgcr, Idi1, Sqle, Hsd17b7, and Gpam (Fig. 6, A . C, serum biomarkers (n ϭ 10 and 12, respectively). D, body weight trajectories (n ϭ 20 and 16, respectively). E, cumulative food intake (n ϭ 5 and 5, respectively). F, blood glucose during GTT (n ϭ 6 and 9, respectively). G, plasma insulin during GTT (n ϭ 6 and 9, respectively). H, blood glucose during ITT (n ϭ 7 and 8, respectively). I, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance index (HOMA-IR) (n ϭ 10 and 12, respectively). J, correlation analysis between the mother BMI and offspring BMI (n ϭ 22). K, correlation analysis between the mother BMI and offspring WAT weight (n ϭ 22). One offspring per mother, chosen at random, was used for each analysis. Data are expressed as mean Ϯ S.E. (error bars). For single point measurements, the asterisks indicate a significant difference between groups: *, p Ͻ 0.05; **, p Ͻ 0.01 versus control. For time course measurements, p values for significance between groups are shown at the top of the panel. FFA, free fatty acid. FEBRUARY 20, 2015 • VOLUME 290 • NUMBER 8 JOURNAL OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY 4609 significantly down-regulated genes involved in cholesterol biosynthesis, five genes showed significantly increased methylation levels. Moreover, we also found substantial decreases in The same samples used in microarray analysis were used for qRT-PCR study (one offspring per mother selected randomly; n ϭ 5, control; n ϭ 4, weight loss). Expression of these genes was measured by both microarray and qRT-PCR. For simplicity, the qRT-PCR data are presented here. However, the array data are available in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus under accession number GSE40479. *, p Ͻ 0.05; **, p Ͻ 0.01; or p values are shown on top of the bars. E, the levels of hepatic cholesterol and triglyceride in female offspring at 16 weeks old (one offspring per mother selected randomly; n ϭ 10, control; n ϭ 12, weight loss). For simplicity, only data related to females are presented here, but the data related to males are available in supplemental Data Set S2. Note that the animals used in this analysis were the same animals used in serum biomarker studies. P, phosphate; PP, pyrophosphate; Con, control.
Maternally Induced Epigenetic Inheritance of Weight Loss
FIGURE 6. Maternal weight loss alters the methylation patterns of metabolic genes in offspring.
A, gene expression changes are anti-correlated with promoter methylation changes in the indicated genes. For each gene, the average change in mRNA abundance is compared with the change in promoter methylation. Changes in mRNA levels or methylation levels between groups are shown as log 2 . B, gene expression changes are anticorrelated with CpG island methylation changes in the indicated genes. For each gene, the average change in mRNA abundance is compared with the change in promoter methylation. Changes in mRNA levels or methylation levels between groups are shown as log 2 . C, bisulfite sequencing for promoters of the indicated genes. Pooled DNA from the same animals used for MeDIP-chip (equally from each animal) was used for analysis. For each gene in each group, 10 clones randomly selected were analyzed and represent the average methylation level for the indicated genes. The red line indicates the region covered by the oligonucleotides on the microarray. The black line indicates the region amplified for bisulfite sequencing. White circles represent unmethylated CpGs, and black circles represent methylated CpGs. The percentage of CpG methylation is indicated for each promoter. methylation at promoter regions of Cpt2 and Lpin1 (Fig. 6A ) whose expression levels were significantly up-regulated. To validate the methylation data, we performed bisulfite sequencing on the promoters of Hmgcr, Lss, Sqle, and Lpin1. Pooled DNA from the same animals used for MeDIP-chip (equally from each animal) was used for analysis, and the average methylation level for each group was evaluated. The bisulfite sequencing further confirmed their methylation differences with markedly increased methylation levels of Hmgcr, Lss, and Sqle and the markedly decreased methylation level of Lpin1 (Fig. 6C ). Together, these results indicate that epigenetic regulation is an upstream event that could drive a substantial fraction of the observed expression changes in offspring.
Short Term EE Does Not Have an Effect Similar to Standard EE-In humans, because women oftentimes desire fast weight loss, we next asked what effects a short term EE has on mothers and offspring. A short term EE (2 weeks of EE) led to physiological and metabolic changes similar (but somewhat weaker) to those observed in standard EE in mothers ( Figs. 2B and 7, A and  B , and supplemental Data Set S2). We expected that a short term EE has a similar effect on offspring. The results were quite unexpected. Short term EE led to lower body weight and reduced fat in mesenteric WAT and retroperitoneal WAT in offspring similar to that observed in the EE mice, but the gonadal WAT in offspring was largely unaffected in contrast to the significant decrease in the EE mice ( Fig. 7C and supplemental Data Set S2). Although short term EE also showed altered serum biomarkers in offspring, the pattern was quite distinct from that of standard EE mice. In offspring of short term EE, glucose, insulin, and leptin were significantly reduced similar to that of EE mice ( Fig. 7D and supplemental Data Set S2). However, cholesterol and triglyceride were unchanged in contrast to the significant decrease in the offspring of EE mice ( Fig. 7D and supplemental Data Set S2). The hepatic concentrations of cholesterol and triglyceride were unchanged in the short term EE offspring ( Fig. 7E and supplemental Data Set S2). Moreover, of the identified 13 significantly decreased cholesterol biosynthetic genes in offspring of EE mice, only three were also significantly decreased in offspring of short term EE mice. Similarly, of the identified 12 differentially expressed lipid metabolismassociated genes in offspring of EE mice, only four were also induced in offspring of short term EE mice (Fig. 7, F and G) . Given the similar physiological and metabolic conditions mothers provided in short term EE and standard EE, if the metabolic and molecular changes in offspring are affected by the uterine environment, they should have a similar pattern in both environments. Therefore, the uterine environment alone is insufficient to explain EE-induced metabolic changes in offspring.
Embryo Transfer Reveals the Important Role of the Oocyte-The most distinctive difference between standard EE and short term EE is that the latter accumulates fewer effects on oocytes because formation of a mature oocyte involves a series of epigenetic events and needs a certain amount of time. Furthermore, although the effect of the maternal uterine environment on the metabolism of offspring has been widely accepted, increasing evidence suggests that maternal physiological and metabolic changes can lead to oocyte alterations (38, 39) . These facts raise the possibility that maternal metabolic changes may affect oocytes and thereby offspring. To determine whether oocyte alteration in response to maternal metabolic conditions contributes to certain phenotypic changes in offspring, we performed embryo transplantation experiments. We transplanted weight loss or control fertilized eggs into oviducts of foster mothers, respectively. Offspring were delivered and raised on a normal diet after weaning in a standard laboratory environment until 16 weeks of age. No differences were observed in litter size or sex ratios between weight loss and control groups after embryo transfer. We first assessed physiological and metabolic changes after embryo transfer. Analysis of the offspring revealed that, although body weight and weight of mesenteric WAT were largely unaffected, the weights of retroperitoneal WAT and gonadal WAT were significantly reduced ( Fig. 8A and supplemental Data Set S2). Among the serum biomarkers examined, glucose and insulin were largely unaffected, whereas leptin, cholesterol, triglyceride, and free fatty acid were significantly decreased (Fig. 8B and supplemental Data Set S2). Meanwhile, the hepatic levels of cholesterol and triglyceride exhib- . Short term EE leads to metabolic and gene expression changes in offspring with a pattern quite distinct from that of standard EE. A, body weight and weight of WAT in mothers (control and short term EE, n ϭ 10 and 9, respectively). B, serum biomarkers in mothers (n ϭ 10 and 9, respectively). C, body weight and weight of WAT in female offspring (n ϭ 8 and 9, respectively). For simplicity, for C-E, only female offspring are presented here, but the data related to males are available in supplemental Data Set S2. D, serum biomarkers in female offspring (n ϭ 8 and 9, respectively). E, the levels of hepatic triglyceride and cholesterol in female offspring (n ϭ 8 and 9, respectively). F, a quite distinct expression pattern of genes involved in cholesterol biosynthesis in the liver of short term EE offspring (n ϭ 8 and 9, respectively). G, a quite distinct expression pattern of genes involved in lipid metabolism in the liver of short term EE offspring (n ϭ 8 and 9, respectively). It should be noted that short term EE has its age-matched ( ited a dramatic decrease ( Fig. 8C and supplemental Data Set S2). In addition, GTT and ITT revealed significantly improved glucose tolerance and enhanced insulin sensitivity (Fig. 8, D and  E) . We then assessed molecular changes in the offspring after embryo transfer. Because the cholesterol and triglyceride levels were significantly decreased in both plasma and liver, we focused on cholesterol biosynthesis and lipid metabolism-associated genes. Of particular interest, analysis of the liver of offspring after embryo transfer revealed that the cholesterol biosynthetic genes exhibited an expression pattern similar to that of naturally fertilized animals ( Fig. 8F ). Of the identified 13 significantly decreased cholesterol biosynthetic genes in offspring derived from natural fertilization, 10 were also significantly down-regulated to a comparable level after embryo transfer (Fig. 8F) . Meanwhile, analysis of the lipid metabolismassociated genes revealed that of the identified 12 differentially expressed lipid metabolism-associated genes in offspring derived from natural fertilization seven were also induced in offspring after embryo transfer (Fig. 8G) . Moreover, Hmgcr, Lss, Sqle, and Lpin1, all of which were differentially methylated in the liver of offspring of weight loss mothers, exhibited a similar cytosine methylation pattern after embryo transfer (Figs. 9, A  and B, and 10, A and B) . Together, these results indicate that oocyte alterations in response to maternal metabolic conditions contribute to certain phenotypic changes in offspring.
Inheritance of DNA Methylation from Oocytes-The link between maternal metabolic conditions and offspring methylation patterns after embryo transfer led us to consider the hypothesis that maternal weight loss affects cytosine methylation patterns in oocytes. We therefore isolated DNA from naturally ovulated mature oocytes (MII stage) from control or weight loss mothers. We assayed the Hmgcr, Lss, Sqle, and Lpin1 promoters for methylation by bisulfite sequencing. Importantly, we found a substantial increase in methylation at the promoter regions of Hmgcr and Lss in oocytes from weight loss mothers (Figs. 9A and 10A) found to be hypermethylated in livers of weight loss offspring. We also found a substantial decrease in methylation at the promoter region of Lpin1 in oocytes from weight loss mothers (Fig. 9B) . In contrast, methylation of Sqle was unaltered between control and weight loss oocytes (Fig. 10B ), indicating that differential methylation at this locus observed in livers is established at some point during development. To test whether genes differentially methylated are de novo methylated or potentially inherit DNA methylation from oocytes, we performed bisulfite sequencing on E3.5 blastocysts after embryo transfer of fertilized eggs. Both Hmgcr and Lss showed higher methylation levels in weight loss samples compared with controls ( Figs. 9A and 10A) , and Lpin1 showed lower methylation levels in weight loss samples compared with controls ( Fig. 9B ), suggesting that these genes partially inherit methylated alleles from oocytes. Together, these results indicate that for certain genes or regions the cytosine methylation status in oocytes is strongly predisposed toward methylation in blastocysts perhaps by incomplete postfertilization demethylation of methylated cytosines.
Maternal Weight Loss Alters Overall Transcriptional Patterns in Mature Oocytes-RNA is another potential epigenetic information carrier that plays an important role in transmitting heritable information between generations (40 -42) . To globally investigate effects of maternal weight loss on oocyte RNA transcription, we surveyed transcriptional patterns across the entire transcriptome via mRNA-Seq. Pooled naturally ovulated mature oocytes (MII stage) from three control and three weight loss female F 0 founders (three oocytes randomly selected for each animal and a total of nine oocytes for each group) were used for analysis. We identified ϳ800 differentially expressed genes in mature oocytes from weight loss compared with control groups (supplemental Data Set S7). Interestingly, weight loss oocytes consistently exhibited decreased expression of cholesterol and lipid metabolism-associated genes (Apoe, Insig1, Cd36, Elovl1, Gnpat, Acoxl, Plcb3, and Aldh5a1; Fig. 11A and supplemental Data Set S7). We also observed down-regulation of a number of glucose catabolic genes such as Pdha1 and Gpd2 (Fig. 11A and supplemental Data Set S7). Moreover, a number of transcription factors (Mapk3, Gtf3a, Fus, and Tlr3) and chromatin regulators (Carm1, Men1, Epc2, and Hdac4) were also differentially expressed ( Fig. 11A and supplemental Data Set S7). Whether this reflects inheritable information is presently unknown, although we confirmed expression of these 8 and 8, respectively) . C, the levels of hepatic triglyceride and cholesterol (n ϭ 8 and 8, respectively). D, blood glucose during GTT (n ϭ 6 and 8, respectively). E, blood glucose during ITT (n ϭ 8 and 7, respectively). F, expression of genes involved in cholesterol biosynthesis in the liver of offspring at 3 weeks of age (n ϭ 6 and 6, respectively). G, expression of genes involved in lipid metabolism in the liver of offspring at 3 weeks of age (n ϭ 6 and 6, respectively). Data are expressed as mean Ϯ S.E. (error bars). For single point measurements, the asterisks indicate a significant difference between groups: *, p Ͻ 0.05; **, p Ͻ 0.01 versus control. For time course measurements, p values for significance between groups are shown at the top of the panel. FFA, free fatty acid; MWAT, mesenteric WAT; RWAT, retroperitoneal WAT; GWAT, gonadal WAT. FIGURE 9. Inheritance of DNA methylation from oocytes. A and B, bisulfite sequencing of Hmgcr (A) and Lpin1 (B) in oocytes, E3.5 blastocysts, and day 21 liver tissues shows partial inheritance of DNA methylation from oocytes. For oocytes, bisulfite treatment was performed on 48 pooled oocytes derived from six animals (eight oocytes randomly selected from each animal) for each group. For E3.5 blastocysts, bisulfite treatment was performed on 18 pooled blastocysts derived from three animals (six blastocysts randomly selected from each animal) for each group. For day 21 livers, pooled DNA of three animals (randomly selected and equally from each animal) for each group was used for analysis. For each gene in each group, ϳ15 clones randomly selected were analyzed and represent the average methylation level for the indicated genes. Genes are shown above the graphs. White circles represent unmethylated CpGs, and black circles represent methylated CpGs. Values in each bisulfite grouping indicate the percentage of CpG methylation.
FIGURE 10. Effects of maternal weight loss on methylation of Lss and Sqle.
A, bisulfite sequencing of Lss in oocytes, E3.5 blastocysts, and day 21 liver tissues shows partial inheritance of DNA methylation from oocytes. B, bisulfite sequencing of Sqle in oocytes and E3.5 blastocysts shows no change of DNA methylation between control and maternal EE groups. But changes were observed in day 21 liver tissues, indicating that the differential methylation status observed in offspring is established at some point during development. For oocytes, bisulfite treatment was performed on 48 pooled oocytes derived from six animals (eight oocytes randomly selected from each animal) for each group. For E3.5 blastocysts, bisulfite treatment was performed on 18 pooled blastocysts derived from three animals (six blastocysts randomly selected from each animal) for each group. For day 21 livers, pooled DNA of three animals (randomly selected and equally from each animal) for each group was used for analysis. For each gene in each group, ϳ15 clones randomly selected were analyzed and represent the average methylation level for the indicated genes. Genes are shown above the graphs. White circles represent unmethylated CpGs, and black circles represent methylated CpGs. Values in each bisulfite grouping indicate the percentage of CpG methylation. FEBRUARY 20, 2015 • VOLUME 290 • NUMBER 8 genes by qRT-PCR (Fig. 11A) . To better define the alterations, we quantified the transcript levels of representative genes important for lipid biosynthesis (Apoe), transcription regulation (Mapk3), and chromatin modification (Hdac4 and Carm1) in an additional six weight loss and five control animals that were not included in the mRNA-Seq study. Importantly, we observed reproducible lower levels of Apoe and Hdac4 and higher levels of Mapk3 and Carm1 in independent weight loss mothers (Fig. 11, B-E) . Moreover, short term EE led to fewer changes compared with standard EE (Fig. 11, B-E) , indicating that in short term EE fewer effects on oocytes are accumulated, which may be the reason for the phenotypic differences seen in their offspring. Together, these results indicate that oocyte RNA transcription can be regulated by maternal metabolic conditions and may represent environmental information participating in early steps of development and thereby affecting offspring. However, the molecular mechanism for these observations is still unclear.
Maternally Induced Epigenetic Inheritance of Weight Loss
Effects of Maternal Weight Loss on Metabolic and Molecular
Changes in the F 2 Generation-In our study, the offspring (F 1 generation) derived from weight loss mothers (F 0 generation) lived in standard laboratory housing and exhibited a leaner phenotype (as shown in Fig. 3 ). We then asked whether the beneficial metabolic and molecular changes in the offspring (F 1 generation) can be passed to the next generation (F 2 generation). We mated the female F 1 generation of weight loss or control mice with normal males and examined metabolic, transcriptional, and epigenetic changes in their offspring. We first assessed physiological and metabolic changes in the F 2 generation at 16 weeks of age and found that the F 2 generation also exhibited reduced body weight; decreased WAT; decreased serum concentrations of glucose, insulin, cholesterol, triglyceride, and free fatty acid; and decreased liver concentrations of cholesterol and triglyceride as seen in the F 1 generation (Fig. 12 , A-C, and supplemental Data Set S2). We then assessed how weight loss in the F 1 generation females causes molecular FIGURE 11 . Maternal weight loss alters overall transcriptional patterns in mature oocytes. A, quantitation and validation of the expression for the indicated genes. qRT-PCR was performed for the indicated genes, and weight loss/control ratios are shown as log 2 . The same samples used for mRNA-Seq were used for the qRT-PCR study. Each analysis was repeated in triplicate, and the S.E. is shown as error bars. B-E, expression of Apoe (B), Mapk3 (C), Hdac4 (D), and Carm1 (E) in oocytes from an additional six standard EE, six short term EE, and five control animals that were not included in the mRNA-Seq study. Each bar represents an independent mouse. For each mouse, three to five pooled mature oocytes were used for qRT-PCR analysis. Each sample was analyzed in triplicate, and the S.E. is shown as error bars. The dotted line represents the threshold value for gene expression of -fold change more than twice the normal level. changes in their offspring. We randomly selected six cholesterol biosynthetic genes and six lipid metabolism-related genes that were significantly affected by maternal weight loss from the gene expression data. qRT-PCR analysis showed that all of these genes exhibited a similar expression pattern compared with the F 1 generation (Fig. 12, D and E) . Moreover, we examined the methylation status of Hmgcr, Lss, Sqle, and Lpin1 (whose methylation status was significantly altered by maternal weight loss) in the liver of the F 2 generation by bisulfite sequencing and found a similar methylation status compared with the F 1 generation (Fig. 12F ). Together, these results indicate that the beneficial effects and epigenetic marks induced by maternal weight loss can be inherited for at least two generations. Because all F 1 generation animals lived in standard laboratory housing, the observed metabolic and molecular changes in the F 2 generation are independent of enriched environmentmediated and other environmental factors. Therefore, the beneficial effects seen in offspring are most likely due to the weight loss-associated physiological and metabolic conditions in mothers.
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we have shown that maternal weight loss improves general health, metabolic parameters, and gene expression profiles in offspring. Independent of in utero exposure, our results reveal that oocyte alteration in response to environmental conditions is a strong factor in determining metabolic changes in offspring. Overall, our study reveals a molecular and mechanistic basis of how maternal lifestyle modification affects metabolic changes in the offspring.
Obesity induces a variety of metabolic disorders such as diabetes and fatty liver disease. In contrast, weight loss ameliorates obesity-induced disorders by enhancement of numerous parameters, including decreased plasma glucose, insulin, leptin, cholesterol, and triglyceride levels. The reduced fasting glucose and insulin levels indicate improved glucose metabolism, which would play an important role in decreasing the risk of susceptibility to diabetes. Leptin is a hormone released from adipocytes that acts in the brain. It plays a critical role in energy homeostasis (43) . The reduced food intake observed in the weight loss offspring is potentially due to the decreased leptin concentrations. High levels of serum triglycerides have been associated with atherosclerosis and fatty liver (44) . Weight loss can significantly decrease the serum lipid levels and thus can ameliorate these obesity-related disorders. Moreover, our results suggest that not only are these beneficial effects present in the F 0 generation but also in at least subsequent two generations, indicating that the mother can initiate intergenerational transmission of weight loss and its related advantages.
Our results clearly identified certain physiological pathways whose expression is sensitive to maternal weight loss. Specifically, we found that hepatic expression of genes involved in lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis can be regulated by maternal weight loss, and these molecular changes are correlated with physiological and metabolic changes in individuals. The reprogrammed gene expression state is most likely affected by epigenetic modifications. Our epigenomic profiling of offspring livers revealed numerous changes in cytosine methylation depending on maternal weight loss, including reproducible changes in promoter or CpG island methylation over several key lipid and cholesterol biosynthesis genes. Notably, of the 13 identified significantly down-regulated genes involved in cholesterol biosynthesis, we found that five genes (Hmgcr, Lss, Sqle, Idi1, and Hsd17b7) showed significantly increased methylation levels, leading to the hypothesis that epigenetic regulation is an upstream event that affects the entire gene expression status. However, changes in promoter or CpG island methylation did FIGURE 12. Effects of maternal weight loss on metabolic and molecular changes in the F 2 generation. A, body weight and weight of WAT in female offspring (control and EE, n ϭ 8 and 10, respectively). For simplicity, for A-C, only female offspring are presented, but the data related to males are available in supplemental Data Set S2. B, serum biomarkers (n ϭ 8 and 10, respectively). C, levels of hepatic triglyceride and cholesterol (n ϭ 8 and 10, respectively). D and E, qRT-PCR for the expression levels of the randomly selected six cholesterol biosynthetic genes (D) and six lipid metabolism-related genes (E) that were significantly affected by maternal weight loss in the liver (n ϭ 8 and 10, respectively). F, bisulfite sequencing for the methylation status of the indicated genes in the liver of the F 2 generation. Pooled DNA from three animals randomly selected for each group (equal amounts from each animal) was used for analysis. For each gene in each group, 10 clones randomly selected were analyzed and represent the average methylation level for the indicated genes. White circles represent unmethylated CpGs, and black circles represent methylated CpGs. Values in each bisulfite grouping indicate the percentage of CpG methylation. One offspring per mother, chosen at random, was used for each analysis. FEBRUARY 20, 2015 • VOLUME 290 • NUMBER 8 not globally correlate with changes in gene expression, indicating that gene expression is unlikely to be epigenetically specified at each individual gene. In fact, gene expression is regulated by a complicated network, which involves upstream and downstream factors and other regulators, and widespread expression differences can be caused by small numbers of upstream regulators (45, 46) . Moreover, although we focused on the effect of cytosine methylation, which is critical for the regulation of gene expression, we cannot neglect other important epigenetic regulations, including histone modification, chromatin remodeling, non-coding RNA regulation, and others. Further analyses of the epigenetic modifications mentioned above will enhance our understanding of the transcriptional regulation affected by maternal lifestyle changes.
Maternally Induced Epigenetic Inheritance of Weight Loss
How maternal weight loss affects oocyte epigenomes is an intriguing question. As the oocyte matures, it accumulates epigenetic marks on both DNA and histone until the final phase of maturation before ovulation (47) . The follicular fluid surrounding the oocyte varies according to maternal physiological and metabolic conditions (48) , providing a unique microenvironment that reflects the outside world (Fig. 13) . In responding to these environmental signals, the oocyte epigenome exhibits a moderate degree of plasticity (49, 50) . In females, increased BMI has been demonstrated to be correlated with elevated glucose, insulin, leptin, triglycerides, and inflammatory biomarkers in follicular fluid (48) . Corresponding with this, the receptors of glucose, insulin, and leptin have been identified in oocytes (51) (52) (53) . It is conceivable that the environmental signals enter the oocyte and further affect the epigenome of the oocyte (Fig. 13) .
During oocyte maturation, the de novo DNA methyltransferases Dnmt3a and Dnmt3l are necessary for the establishment of DNA methylation (54, 55) . We asked whether the expression of Dnmt3a and Dnmt3l are affected by maternal weight loss. The oocyte mRNA-Seq data showed that Dnmt3a exhibited a slightly decreased expression level in weight loss oocytes with expression at 81.9% when compared with the control (supplemental Data Set S7), whereas Dnmt3l showed a moderately increased expression level with expression being 1.63 times that of the control (supplemental Data Set S7). In an additional experiment, we confirmed the mRNA-Seq results by qRT-PCR, which showed a similar expression difference between groups in both genes normalized to the housekeeping gene ␤-actin (Fig. 14A) . Although the expression change is less than 2-fold, it should be noted that a slight perturbation for key genes during critical developmental stages may have important effects. However, the biological implications for these observations are presently unknown. We next asked whether the expression of Dnmt3a and Dnmt3l is affected by environmental signal differences that potentially exist in follicular fluid due to maternal metabolic variations. In an additional experiment, we determined the expression levels of Dnmt3a and Dnmt3l in oocytes after introduction of glucose, insulin, or leptin into the in vitro maturation culture system, respectively. The qRT-PCR results showed that glucose supplementation (5 mM) induced a significantly increased expression of Dnmt3a but with no alterations of expression of Dnmt3l (Fig. 14B ). Insulin supplementation (5 g/ml) led to no significant difference in the expression of both Dnmt3a and Dnmt3l (Fig. 14C) . The presence of leptin (10 ng/ml) resulted in no alteration in Dnmt3a but a significant decrease in the expression of Dnmt3l (Fig. 14D) . These results suggest that the environmental signals potentially affect the expression of Dnmt3a and Dnmt3l, which may further influence the epigenomic modification of oocytes. However, it is difficult to definitively demonstrate the causal relationships between the environmental and epigenetic changes because of the complexity of the environmental factors and the numerous epigenetic alterations in the vast genome. Moreover, previous work suggests that regional methylation levels can be secondary consequences of alterations in DNA-binding factors or histone modifications (55, 56) . Thus it is possible that the differential methylation observed in our study is secondary to these upstream events. Further studies are required to completely clarify this issue.
Maternal lifestyle could potentially affect the offspring's metabolism via a number of different mechanisms. For instance, in mice, high fat intake during pregnancy increases metabolic syndromes in several generations of offspring (57) , and maternal postpartum behavior can influence multiple aspects of neurobiology and behavior in offspring (58) . Here we focused on the hypothesis that environmental information does reside in oocyte epigenetic information carriers to control the offspring's phenotype (49) . First, decreased ovarian temperature resulting from less fat accumulation and lower concentrations of serum biomarkers may affect DNA reprogramming and RNA transcription of the gamete (59, 60) . Second, several studies reported that RNA molecules in gametes can affect the offspring phenotype (40, 41) , and our transcriptome analysis found numerous differentially expressed genes in oocytes of weight loss mothers. Third, a subset of epigenetic modifications in gametes is known to be heritable (35, 36, 61-63), and we observed that a number of chromatin regulators tend to be FIGURE 13 . Potential mechanism of weight loss-induced epigenomic changes in oocytes. Developing oocytes are suspended in follicular fluid, which provides a unique nutritional microenvironment that represents maternal metabolic states, for example lipid and biomarkers. During oocyte maturation, its epigenetic marks are established until the final phase of maturation before ovulation. Environmental signals, which vary according to maternal metabolic conditions, may enter the oocyte and result in epigenomic alterations in oocytes.
differentially expressed in oocytes of weight loss mothers. Moreover, our methylation analysis also found that several genes tend to be differentially methylated in oocytes of weight loss mothers. Specifically, we observed that certain genes (such as Hmgcr, Lss, and Lpin1) can partially resist global demethylation postfertilization and largely inherit cytosine methylation from oocytes, further suggesting that there is intergenerational transmission of cytosine methylation at a substantial fraction of the genome. These results extend findings of researchers from a previous study (64) that identified some non-imprinted sequences that resist demethylation in preimplantation embryo development. Together with previous work showing that histone modification can also be transmitted from gametes to embryos (62, 65) , this indicates that epigenetic information linked to environmental factors participates in early steps of development and thereby affects offspring.
For mammalian studies, transgenerational epigenetic inheritance is broadly used to describe the non-sequence-based effects that can be inherited from one generation to the next. However, it is important to distinguish the descriptive transgenerational effects from the truly transgenerational effects. When the F 0 gestational female is exposed to the environment, both the F 1 embryo and its germ line (which will produce the F 2 generation) are exposed. Therefore, phenotypes from F 1 and F 2 may result from gestational environmental exposure, and only the F 3 and later generations can be considered as truly transgenerational effects. Our embryo transfer studies indicate that maternal weight loss-associated metabolic changes affect epigenomics in oocytes and can be potentially transmitted to off-spring. Because the F 2 generation also exhibited significant metabolic differences, it would be expected that the epigenetic alterations still exist in oocytes of F 2 females and would be potentially transmitted to the F 3 generation. Further assessment on the F 3 generation will be required to clarify this issue.
Together, we have shown that maternal weight loss reprograms metabolic gene expression and improves metabolic parameters in offspring and that oocyte alteration in response to maternal physiological and metabolic conditions might be a strong candidate contributor. Environmentally induced maternal metabolic changes affect epigenetic marks and can be inherited for at least two generations. These findings may have implications in explaining the prevalence of obesity, type 2 diabetes, and other chronic metabolic disease. This may also imply that in the near future epigenetic factors that are potentially heritable should be regarded as important in determining the risk of certain diseases. Epigenetic problems may be effectively solved by environmental protocols, and our present findings imply that maternal weight loss may be considered as a potential strategy to reverse prevalent obesity and related metabolic syndromes.
